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Classicplus
With well over one million conservatories out in the 
country all featuring Ultraframe Classic roofs, perhaps 
we could be forgiven for resting on our laurels.

But here at Ultraframe, our reputation and brand is built 
on engineering and innovation.

Classic Plus is the perfect example of engineering and 
innovation in partnership.

Externally and structurally, Classic Plus is unchanged.

Internally, a new range of deeper internal claddings add 
a whole new dimension to the aesthetics. Mimicking 
timber conservatories, the ‘T’ shape undercladdings on 
the glazing bars look elegant yet strong.

Classic Plus now features Eavesflow ventilation in every 
facet too - giving the optimum in climate control.

At the ridge, a deeper chambered undercladding helps 
with thermal performance whilst a new closer fitting 
internal radius end completes the picture.

Overall, stunning

Classic Plus. Tried, Tested, Trusted



Classicplus
Classic Plus is just as easy to fit as the Classic roof on 
which it is based.

As you would expect, everything is perfectly cut and 
prepped to aid easy ‘right first time’ installation.

Jack rafter undercladding joints and intersections are 
neat and close fitting.

New tie bar brackets are introduced to allow fitment 
during build up and yet the claddings slide easily into 
place for a neat new look.

The deep ridge cladding - chambered for additional 
thermal performance - lends itself to the fitment of 
spotlights, with the box like structure perfect for hiding 
wiring runs and transformers.

And finally, Classic Plus roofs feature Eavesflow vents 
into every eaves facet - giving controllable cross flow 
ventilation.

Classic Plus. Tried. Tested. Trusted

*Classic Plus currently not available with Ultraselect



Shades by Ultraframe – when integrated 
into the Ultraframe Classic Plus roof 
– offer a number of unique and exciting 
benefits.

Creation of soft dappled light and shade.

Ability to create a new contemporary feel or 
match to your existing furnishings and décor.

Reduction in summer overheating potential – your 
conservatory is usable more often.

The intelligent fabrics act to create - in effect 
- ‘triple glazing’ – warmer in winter.

Controllable ventilation is enhanced over the 
standard roof – fresher atmosphere and the virtual 
elimination of condensation.

Choose your Shades for the whole roof, one 
slope only or even just one panel – you’re in 
control.

Shades can be ‘demounted’ when you want or to 
clean - alternatively choose a ‘split slider’ to give 
you even more control.

Wood weave
Natural woods and bamboos from sustainable sources 
are made into Pinoleum Shades to create the ultimate in 
soft dappled lighting.

Pinoleum Shades can be manufactured from a collection 
of 13 natural and painted wood options. Colour 
co-ordinated edging ribbons and thread colours work 
together to create soft dappled lighting.

Fabric
Homeowners can explore a different look and feel with 
our eclectic mix of 22 fabric Shades. Together, they can 
offer a tantalising and varied degree of light filtration and 
solar control. Also, they are the perfect complement to 
existing soft furnishings or can act as a key stimulus to 
choosing furniture, rugs and accompanying ornaments.

Options
The standard offering is for one piece Shades -there 
is an option to make large rectangles into split sliders 
- these are pole operated.

Ask to see the Shades retail 
brochure for more detailed 

information.

Introduction
We can offer Shades in a range of tantalising fabric and wood weave materials, some of which have excellent thermal 
performance and some offer great solar control properties.



Ultraframe is a trading name of Ultraframe (UK) Ltd

Ultraframe (UK) Ltd, Salthill Road, Clitheroe, Lancashire. BB7 1PE

www.ultraframe.co.uk
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